Course Outcomes
Political Science


After completion of the course, the students understand the nature, scope, meaning and
significance Political Science.



The students will have knowledge about various theories explaining the Indian and
international politics.



The students of Political Science will be well aware about of the meaning, sources and
Schools of Law.

Education


The study of education at college level will help the students to demonstrate an
understanding of the concepts, theories, nature, scopes, principles and procedure of the
selected areas Education.



The students will develop skills in analyzing different statistical measures, interpreting
test results and interpretation of data through graph and statistic technique.



Completion of the course will enable students to develop a positive self-concept, selfconfidence and an optimistic attitude towards life

Chemistry


The completion of this course will help the students in understanding of major concepts
in all disciplines of chemistry.



Students will employ critical thinking and the scientific method to design, carry out,
record and analyze the results of chemical experiments and get an awareness of the

impact of chemistry on the environment, society, and other cultures outside the scientific
community.


The students will be able to explain chemical nomenclature, structure, reactivity, and
function in their specific field of chemistry.



The design and execution of the experiment should demonstrate an understanding of
good laboratory and the proper handling of chemical waste streams and also explain how
the applications of Chemistry relates to the real world.

Kashmiri


The study of this course will make students knowledgeable about the history and
development of Kashmiri literature as well as Kashmiri history and culture. They will
develop an ability to read texts in relation to their historical and cultural contexts, in order
to gain a richer understanding of both text and context, and to become more aware of
themselves as situated historically and culturally.



Students will develop a passion for literature and language. They will appreciate
literature’s ability to elicit feeling, cultivate the imagination, and call us to account as
humans.



Students will have a critical mind while reading literary text, and deploy ideas from these
texts in their own reading and writing.

Geography


After the completion of the course, students will be able to identify and explain the
geographical environment, from global to local scales.



The study of geography as a subject will enable students to apply geographical
knowledge to everyday living.



The students will be able to evaluate the impacts of human activities on natural
environments special reference to India.

Psychology


The study of Psychology at college level will help the students to outline the development
of human beings at every stage of life.



The students will be able to analyze social influence, social perception and social
interaction and the influence individual behavior in a society.



The students will demonstrate the various counseling techniques and apply them in
various life situations/circumstances.



The students will understand human and animal behavior and the different perspectives in
psychology.

Sociology


The study of sociology helps students to develop a critical understanding of social
structures and processes, and make them able to live and work in diverse global society
and to apply the tools of social analysis to a broad range of professional, academic and
community situations.



The understanding of methods developed by sociologists make students aware about the
complexity of human organization, social life, inequalities and social justice.



The newly emerging patterns of social change continue to alter our life, making the
effective applications of social analysis more important than ever before in solving
problems of inequalities, human organization and justice at a local and global level.

Botany


The students will get an idea about the range of plant diversity in terms of structure,
function and environmental relationships.



The students will be able to understand lant classification and the flora with emphasis on
local level.



On completion of the course, the students will think logically and organize tasks into a
structured form.



Students can learn to carry out practical work, in the field and in the laboratory, with
minimal risk.

Business Administration


The completion of the course will make students able to understand, analyze and apply
management concepts in the areas related to marketing, human resources and finance for
efficient running of the business organisation of varying complexity.



Students will develop as effective management professionals and take on more
responsibilities in future and to give outstanding results in the area of their interest.

Urdu



The students of this course will get knowledge about the history and development of
Urdu literature. They will be able to read texts in relation to their historical and cultural
contexts.



Students will develop a passion for literature and language. They will appreciate
literature’s ability to elicit feeling, cultivate the imagination, and call us to account as
humans.



Students will have a critical mind while reading literary text, and deploy ideas from these
texts in their own reading and writing.

Economics


The completion of a degree in economics provides the students a solid foundation for a
career in business, government, or with a nonprofit organization. By studying this
subject, the students will understand how societies, governments, businesses, households,
and individuals create, use, manage and distribute resources.



The students with economics background will be able to understand public policies like
health care and education reform.



The study of economics will equip the students with the skills to make better decisions in
a business environment, on public policy, and even in their personal choices.

Environmental Sciences


The students will be able to obtain good information about environment science, its
resources and management.



After completion of this course, students would be able to analyze the ways in which the
natural environments impact the society.



The students would also gain knowledge about the ways and means of managing the
natural resources for the benefit of the society.

Computer Application


The completion of this course will help the students to establish themselves as effective
professionals by solving real problems through the use of computer knowledge effective
communication, critical thinking and problem solving skills.



Students will develop professional skills that prepare them for immediate employment
and for life-long learning in advanced areas of computer science and related fields.

Physics


The study of physics inculcates the ability in students to relate theories of science with
natural phenomena.



Various theories of science including those of physics were experimentally tested
numerous times and found to be an adequate approximation of nature.



Physics uses mathematics to organize and formulate experimental results. From those
results, precise or estimated solutions, quantitative results from which new predictions
can be made and experimentally confirmed or negated.



The results from physics experiments are numerical measurements. Technologies based
on mathematics, like computations have made computational physics an active area of
research.

English Literature



The completion of course will help the students in developing intellectual, personal and
professional abilities through effective communicative skills; ensuring high standard of
behavioral attitude through literary subjects and shaping the students socially responsible
citizens.



The students will be accurate both in oral and written communication as they will be
strong in Grammar and its usage.



The students can express a thorough command of English and its linguistic structures.



The students will get acquainted with the conventions of diverse genres in literature
including fiction, non-fiction, poetry, autobiography, biography etc.

Mathematics


The students who study mathematics will be able to apply critical thinking skills to solve
problems that can be modeled mathematically.



They will also critically interpret numerical and graphical data, to read and construct
mathematical arguments and proofs, to apply mathematical knowledge to a career related
to mathematical sciences.

English


The students are introduced to communicative skills, to define, classify, and understand
the methods of communication and to enable them to practice those skills in their daily
life by identifying instances of communication in the circumstances of their own.



The students can comprehend literary texts of ancient and modern literature written by
great writers of English.



On completion of the course, the students will acquire good knowledge with regard to the
analysis of critical frameworks and methodologies for better interpretation of literature.

Commerce


The students of this course on its completion will be well trained professionals for the
Industries, Banking Sectors, Insurance Companies, Financing companies, Transport
Agencies, Warehousing etc., to meet the well trained manpower requirements.



The students will possess the knowledge, skills and attitudes at the end of the course. By
virtue of the training they can become Manager, Accountant, Management Accountant,
cost Accountant, Bank Manager, Auditor, Company Secretary, Teacher, Professor, Stock
Agents etc.

Zoology


The students will be able to know about animal kingdom including different phyla.



They will get the detailed knowledge about bio-diversity and conservation of wildlife.



The students will be able to understand the causes of bacterial, viral and veneral diseases
and their control.



On completion of the course, the students will know about the fish culture with frespect
to their life cycle.

History


The students on completion of the course will be able to acquire basic historical research
skills, including the effective use of libraries, archives and databases.



Students will be able to organise and express their thoughts clearly and coherently both in
writing and orally.



Students will be able to demonstrate broad knowledge of historical events and periods
and their significance.



Students will be able recognise how different individuals, groups, organisations,
societies, cultures, countries and nations have affected history. History gave the students,
wisdom and foresight for the future.

